In this article we will consider average angles of triangle, which share the same side with regular polygons. In particular we will count average angles in the triangle, which share the same bottom side with a square with length side d = 1. * E-Mail: herman.muzychko@tum.de
Introduction
Whenever we are talking about something average of continuity, we use integrals.
Consider following problem: Let us count the average number of {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. We know, it will be 1+2+3+4+5 5 = 3 sum of numbers divided by their quantity. But, we can solve this problem using integral. Let x be variable, which represents each number and the limits of integral be from 1 to 5. Then, according to integrate rules we get:
Consider a square in Cartesian coordinates and point P (x, y). This point can freely move inside square. Position of P (x, y) is connected to sides a, b and angles α, β, γ. Now using law of cosines and c = 1 we get:
Using Cartesian coordinates, we define a and b sides by following:
At last inserting a and b in α, β, γ formuls we get:
Using formula (1) we can calculate exact angle α between b and c sides in every triangle with bottom side c = 1. Similar comes for β and γ. Now we are returning to our problem to calculate average α, β, γ angles inside 1 × 1 square. To find average angle we need to count sum of angles and divide by its count, on the other hand we can and will use another way -integration, because it will bring us to exact answer. We use from introduction average integration method in regular polygon, hence we need double integral, in our case it is integrals along x and y sides of our square:
This integrals look very hard to calculate. We can simplify them by using polar coordinates x = r cos ϕ, y = r cos ϕ and then expansion in 0 (Taylor series), but it is still a lot to do. Within this article we will not take this integral. Instead we will use computer algorithm. The easiest way to calculate numerically is to use computational machine. We will write a code on Python to deal with this problem.
Code (Python 3)
In this piece of code we are using the first method of counting averagesum divided by quantity. More counts -more accuracy. Thank to power of computers we can calculate thousands of decimal places. 
Results
Using simple algorithm to count average angles, we have got these results:
It looks like, as if point P (x, y) was in center of square and we measure angles of its triangle.
Conclusions
The first thing comes to our minds is a principle of symmetry. If we consider geometric polygon, such as equilateral triangle, square, circle, etc., we get the same thing -average angles will be only, as if P (x, y) will be in geometric center of an object. Therefore we can count every average angle in triangle in every regular polygon using empirical formula in degrees:
Note: n -number of sides. For circle n → ∞ Lastly we can use (7), (8) and (9) for vector problems in mechanics, for instance for momentum of particles after collisions, etc.
